Modern Technology and Mathematics
useful in:
Sighting the New Moon crescent

The date of the New Moon has
the completely black circle.

How to predict a New Moon Lunar crescent
Heschel Weiner

Name:____________Heschel Weiner____________________________________________________
Address:___________________________________________City:__Modiin, Israel____________________

1.

Find out the date of the Lunar – Solar Conjunction, you can use this website: _____________________________________. Hebrew
Month:_Tishrei__________________

2.

Look at a Yallop Visibility map for the earliest visibility date after conjunction: You can find the map here: This is the visibility
date:_______________________________________________________.

3.

Find out the Sunset and Moonset times on the visibility date: Here is a website where you can find this information. Sunset:______________________
Moonset:______________________.

4.

Find out how many minutes are between Sunset and Moonset on the visibility date:___________ minutes.

5.

Divide the minutes by 9:_________________________ (quotient).

6.

Multiply the quotient by 4: Quotient x 4: _________________________ minutes to add to Sunset. Add this number of minutes to the Sunset of
visibility day. This is the best time to find the New Moon crescent. _____________________________________________

7.

Look above the horizon to the west (and towards the north) at the best time on visibility day and find the New Moon Crescent.

The date of the New Moon has
the completely black circle.

How to predict a New Moon Lunar crescent
Heschel Weiner

Name:____________Heschel Weiner____________________________________________________
Address:___________________________________________City:__Modiin, Israel____________________

1.

Find out the date of the Lunar – Solar Conjunction, you can use this website: _Sept. 17, 2020___________________________. Hebrew
Month:_Tishrei__________________

2.

Look at a Yallop Visibility map for the earliest visibility date after conjunction: You can find the map here: This is the visibility
date:_______________________________________________________.

3.

Find out the Sunset and Moonset times on the visibility date: Here is a website where you can find this information. Sunset:______________________
Moonset:______________________.

4.

Find out how many minutes are between Sunset and Moonset on the visibility date:___________ minutes.

5.

Divide the minutes by 9:_________________________ (quotient).

6.

Multiply the quotient by 4: Quotient x 4: _________________________ minutes to add to Sunset. Add this number of minutes to the Sunset of
visibility day. This is the best time to find the New Moon crescent. _____________________________________________

7.

Look above the horizon to the west (and towards the north) at the best time on visibility day and find the New Moon Crescent.

How to predict a New Moon Lunar crescent
Heschel Weiner

Name:____________Heschel Weiner____________________________________________________
Address:___________________________________________City:__Modiin, Israel____________________

1.

Find out the date of the Lunar – Solar Conjunction, you can use this website: _Sept. 17, 2020___________________________. Hebrew
Month:_Tishrei__________________

2.

Look at a Yallop Visibility map for the earliest visibility date after conjunction: You can find the map here: This is the visibility date:
_Sept 18, 2020____________________________.

3.

Find out the Sunset and Moonset times on the visibility date: Here is a website where you can find this information. Sunset:______________________
Moonset:______________________.

4.

Find out how many minutes are between Sunset and Moonset on the visibility date:___________ minutes.

5.

Divide the minutes by 9:_________________________ (quotient).

6.

Multiply the quotient by 4: Quotient x 4: _________________________ minutes to add to Sunset. Add this number of minutes to the Sunset of
visibility day. This is the best time to find the New Moon crescent. _____________________________________________

7.

Look above the horizon to the west (and towards the north) at the best time on visibility day and find the New Moon Crescent.

Best New Moon Crescent
viewing per Yallop algorithm:
1. Moonset – Sunset – 60
minutes
2. 60/9 = 6.6667
3. 6.6667 x 4 = 26.6667. Say
27 Minutes
4. 18:42 + 27 minutes = 19:09.
5. Best viewing time is
7:09pm

How to predict a New Moon Lunar crescent
Heschel Weiner

Name:____________Heschel Weiner____________________________________________________
Address:___________________________________________City:__Modiin, Israel____________________

1.

Find out the date of the Lunar – Solar Conjunction, you can use this website: _Sept. 17, 2020___________________________. Hebrew
Month:_Tishrei__________________

2.

Look at a Yallop Visibility map for the earliest visibility date after conjunction: You can find the map here: This is the visibility date:
_Sept 18, 2020____________________________.

3.

Find out the Sunset and Moonset times on the visibility date: Here is a website where you can find this information.
Sunset:__18:42____________________ Moonset:__19:42____________________.

4.

Find out how many minutes are between Sunset and Moonset on the visibility date:___60________ minutes.

5.

Divide the minutes by 9:_6.6667________________________ (quotient).

6.

Multiply the quotient by 4: Quotient x 4: ____26.6667_____________________ minutes to add to Sunset. Add this number of minutes to the Sunset
of visibility day. This is the best time to find the New Moon crescent. __19:09___________________________________________

7.

Look above the horizon to the west (and towards the north) at the best time on visibility day and find the New Moon Crescent.

Now

Then

Jewish Law questions for thought and discussion
1. We saw that Rambam writes that if the new moon is seen in Israel, it will be seen to the West of Israel but maybe not to the East of
Israel. That statement is supported by the visibility map below.
a) Is Rambam defining the terms “West” and “East”? Or is he leaving them as relative terms?
b) Since the Earth is a sphere, how far (how many longitudinal degrees) west is “the West”? And how far (how many longitudinal)
east is “the East”?
c) Does Rambam mean this: If the eastern most edge of the new moon visibility falls in Israel, then the western most edge of
visibility is labeled “the West”?

Jewish Law questions for thought and discussion
1.

What exactly is the mitzvah of Kiddush Hachodesh (declaration of the new moon)?
a) The high court is responsible to set the holidays. – This is the most essential and fundamental responsibility.
b) The high court should publicize the New Moon by involving the community:
i.
Public sightings
ii.
Testimony to high court
iii. Public declaration
c) Astronomical computation
d) The Sanhedrin is tasked with writing and disseminating a calendar – 359CE by Hillel II.

2.

Where may the sightings be?
a) In Israel?
b) Over a land mass?
c) Within civilization?
d) Anywhere in the world?

3.

How may technology contribute to the observance of the Kiddush Hachodesh mitzvah?
a)
b)
c)

4.

Does the sighting need to be with eyesight only? Use telescopes, binoculars, video recordings?
Can the sighting be communicated digitally to the high court?
Could the modern modes of transportation allow for someone in Australia or South Africa to fly to Israel on Friday to testify on Shabbat?

If one watches a solar eclipse, does that qualify as a new moon sighting?
a) Must the eclipse be watched with eyesight?
b) Or live stream?
c) Or with protective solar glasses?
Waiting for the new Sanhedrin to get us some answers…………………………………….

